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Time and history have always been closely related. The academics have studied 
this issue from different perspectives based on views held by their respective 
disciplines. Combining advantages drawn from historical and literary studies, this 
paper, however, will go one step further and study text in the view of time and history. 
The target text of this paper is taken from one of the Chinese classics- Journey to the 
West. Started in Tang Dynasty, it was at first a true story about the monk Xuanzang’s 
journey to India (Tianzu). However, as it was narrated time and time over among the 
people, the story underwent substantial changes and finally became a masterpiece of 
traditional Chinese classic novels. 
By studying versions of the story over different periods, the paper found out the 
varied narrative structures and time clues in different dynasties. Meantime, the paper 
gave special attention to Character development in the story based on analysis of 
Xuanzang, Sun Wukong, Zhu Bajie and ShaWujing. The four main characters’ life 
course reveal the time planning patterns of the book, by studying that, the values and 
place of book in Ming Dynasty texts were also uncovered. Besides, the paper 
discussed about presentations and concepts of time in the story. Detailed researches 
were done based on the Shidetang’s version of Journey to the West, and time concepts 
of the book were analyzed from the perspectives of history, legend and religion. By 
analyzing the story’s different versions, and by studying the narrative structures, plots 
planning and narrative styles of varied versions, the paper found out the hidden time 
planning patterns and time concepts of the book and revealed the relations between 
text, time and history. 
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中时段关注社会、经济、人口、文化，以 10 年、20年甚至 50年作为度量单位，
是一定时期内发生变化形成一定周期和结构的现象；长时段关注地理与环境、文
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